WEEE: Recovery and recycling targets flow chart

Is the AATF able to demonstrate a mass balance?

Yes

Deduct the % recovered from the total

Examine the largest output material by weight? Is it good quality recyclate? e.g. clean material

Yes

Count 100% towards target

Examine the next largest output material by weight? Is it good quality recyclate?

Yes

Count 100% towards recovery

Add

Deduct from recovery target

Add

What is the % by weight of process loss, i.e. waste

If the material is of doubtful quality you must find out the exact recycling efficiency

In total do these outputs demonstrate the target for each category has been met?

Yes

The AATF has met the targets

No

Continue to look at other material outputs

As a first step the AATF should determine a mass balance. It is not essential that a mass balance is established. See notes.